CASE STUDY

Vista Cinema

Overview –
it all began with one job...
Vista Cinema is the world’s leading software company serving the film
industry, it’s purpose, ‘empowering a world of cinema’. The business was
formed in 1996 by Murray Holdaway, Chief Product Officer when he was
asked to produce ticketing software to enhance the cinema experience.
The result was ground-breaking technology which has continued to be
Vista’s focus ever since. Vista Cinema provides market-leading services
to customers in 99 countries, holding over 51% market share for cinemas
with 20+ circuits (excluding China). Vista Cinema is a leading company
of Vista Group, a collect of business that span the full value chain of the
film industry. The entire Vista Group spans the globe with more than 600
employees across eight global offices in Los Angeles, London, Cape
Town, Shanghai, Beijing, Mexico City, New Zealand and Kuala Lumpur.

From on-premise to a cloud solution –
just the ticket
As part of its strategic plan Vista Cinema needed to offer a modern
technology platform and deliver innovative solutions faster to its
customers. Market demand was driving Vista to undertake a large and
long-term programme of software development to transform its onpremise software suite to a cloud-based offering – and deliver
software as a service. “We needed a partner to assist with some of
the key projects inside the main programme of work” says Grant
Smith, Chief Operating Officer responsible for the delivery of
software engineering and support services globally.
“The programme of work would enable us to take care of
the management of the technology suite for our
customers, and strengthen the foundations of our
business” states Grant.

Selecting the right partner –
securing capability and quality
Vista evaluated a number of different potential partners.
They discussed the project and what it and the engagement
model should look like. Vista was particularly focused on

“

We were unable to scale our own
resource pool to execute on all of the
projects we were planning - Augen quickly
understood what we were trying to
achieve, and the timescales involved.

”

progressive ways of working, knowing this was a project
that would need to evolve and adapt iteratively, as they
progressed through it.

“From the outset, Augen made us feel comfortable in their

Vista wanted to ensure that they had a partner with a
methodology that would marry well with its own business.

capabilities and quality of their work – we were confident
that it was a good fit for us. We’ve built a software suite that
has serviced our industry for over 25 years - so we needed

“We were already aware of Augen and the services they

it done, done well and done right first time,” states Grant.

offered so we got in touch to discuss the current situation

“The decision to engage with Augen came down to a scale

and what was needed. We were unable to scale our own

problem and wanting to get the project delivered in good

resource pool to execute on all of the projects we were

time with a reliable partner”.

planning - Augen quickly understood what we were trying
to achieve, and the timescales involved” says Grant. “It felt
right working with Augen – we could trust their work and in
their ability to deliver within our deadlines. We also knew

Without the development assistance from Augen, Vista
would not have been able to accelerate their programme of
work as fast as they wanted or needed to.

we would be engaging with a partner who would adapt if we
needed them to”.

“

Driver for acceleration –
and letting go a little

It felt right working with Augen –
we could trust their work and in their
ability to deliver within our deadlines.
We also knew we would be engaging
with a partner who would adapt if we
needed them to.

”

The driver for acceleration was to meet market needs as
quickly as possible. The work Vista needed to get through
was large and significant and Augen’s skills and ability to
furnish the resource needs quickly were key to them being
selected.

“The way Augen works in a partnership model ensured there were
high levels of expertise embedded in Vista’s Auckland team backedup by highly technically competent staff working remotely”. The only
perceived area of risk was the work not meeting the specification
for the quality gates that Vista had in place. “We hadn’t outsourced
software development work before” says Grant “we’d always done

About Augen

our own development so we had a natural reservation about how
the whole thing would work and achieving the outcomes. We

Formed in the 90’s by Peter Vile and Mitchell

needed to adapt to having a partner and knew we’d probably

Pham, Augen is a fully Kiwi-owned outsourcing

need to modify our way of working and learn to let go a little – but
it was quickly overcome with how easily the Augen team fitted in
and aligned with our team”
Grant continues, “We really needn’t have worried – the quality
of the development work from Augen was top-notch. Our

partner delivering custom-built software. We are
always focused on our core belief that innovation,
customer partnership and employing brilliant
people is the key to any successful business.
Augen delivers software development, resourcing

engagement with the local team, especially their solution

and integration needs. We build creative,

architect who worked with us in the Auckland office went

fit-for-purpose solutions specifically crafted

extremely well. He was very talented and worked well with our
own architects. He embedded himself into the Vista way of life –
joining in with our social and team events. It helped instil a sense
of trust and confidence and ensured that the project was executed
well and on time”.

to your needs and budget. To stay true to our
DNA while always focusing on customer value,
Augen purposefully does not sell or promote any
other companies products, nor (re)sell any form
of software licensing. While we are a Microsoft
Gold partner (and frequently work with the wider
Microsoft eco-systems), we are also constantly

Slow motion…

developing solutions with other applications,
mobility environments and cloud platforms.

Vista went through a restructure as a result of the impact of COVID-19
and this immediately impacted Vista’s investment in accelerating
the project. Despite the commercial reality of the situation, Augen
continued to work with Vista to finish the project, going above and
beyond to leave them in a good place. “They were outstanding” says
Grant “we didn’t expect them to stay onboard, but they did and we
can’t speak highly enough of them as a partner – their dedication and
commitment to get the job done was amazing. The component parts that
Augen developed with us is going into production in 2021. With so much
investment gone into developing our products, the program of work to
migrate all our software will take a number of years, but what we’ve done so

“

The way Augen works in
a partnership model ensured
there were high levels of
expertise embedded in Vista’s
Auckland team backed-up by
highly technically competent
staff working remotely.

far with Augen has truly accelerated that”.

Closing credits…
Grant says “It’s all been about the total commitment from Augen to ensure
we achieved the right outcomes from the project, going above and beyond
to really help us achieve that. When times got tough, Augen stayed with us
so we could achieve our project and business goals – it’s a real testament to
the quality people they are”.
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